Optimization of affinity and ion-exchange chromatographic processes for the purification of proteins.
This study documents several alternative approaches for the optimization of the ion-exchange and affinity chromatographic purification of proteins. In these approaches, the chromatographic process has been treated as a four-stage (adsorption, washing, elution, and regeneration) operation. Central to these investigations has been the elaboration of practical iterative procedures based on the use of theoretical models describing each of these stages. Predictions derived from these models have then been evaluated in terms of experimental data obtained using batch adsorption measurements in finite bath configurations and frontal breakthrough measurements with packed beds of different dimensions, containing nonporous and porous adsorbents of different selectivities and capacities for proteins. Commencing with the kinetic and distribution parameters derived from batch equilibrium measurements, the effect of the initial concentration of the target protein, the solid-liquid volume ratio, the superficial velocity and the column dimensions on the pressure drop, production rate, concentration profile, column utilization, and yield have been determined with packed beds. The potential of these iterative approaches to simplify the determination of key mass transfer and interaction parameters required for scale-up and economic optimization of chromatographic purifications of proteins has been examined using ion exchange, immobilized metal ion affinity, and triazine dye pseudo-affinity adsorbents of different selectivity and adsorption capacities.